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The paper presents a complete set of geometrie relationships for logarithmic measures
of longitudinal, circumferential and radia! strains arising in bending of thin- and thick-walled
pip es. The strain can be determined at each piane parallel to the principal piane of bending and
at each piane perpendicular to them, so that each point of the bending zone is accounted for.
The relationships have a direct reference to engineering practice since they express strains as
functions of pipe geometry and bending process variables. The calculation results were compared
with experimental data for the bend angle equal to 180° and the bending zone range index equal
to 1 and 3. Suitable plots are incorporated.

NOTATIONS 

R bending radius, equal to the radius of the neutral surface;
Ro radius of the neutral surface following bending;
yo displacement of the neutral surface with respect to the initial position;
daut outside diameter of a bent pipe (OD - engineering notation);
raut outside radius of a bent pipe;
din inside diameter of a bent pipe (ID - engineering notation);
Tin inside radius of a bent pipe;
go initial thickness of a bent pipe;
R; larger running radius of a bend associated with longitudinal strain;
r; smaller running radius of a bend;
g; running thickness of a bend within the bending zone;

(i= 1 for elongated fibres, i = 2 for compressed fibres);
a,

9 
bending angle measured over the bending zone, a

9 
E [0° ; 180° ];

k coeffi.cient of the bencling zone range as determined in actual tests. In theory, k E [1; oo],
but in practice k E [1; 10] should be sufficient. The coeffi.cient may be also
meant to determine the ratio of a

9max = 180° to the actual value of a 9
;

aa bend angle (the angle by which a former or die is rotated); in theory, aa E [0° ; oo).
Obviously, within the bending zone the two angles are equal (aa= a

9
); 

a running angle of the bending zone determined at the proncipal bending piane and at
planes parallel to it, a E [ 0° ; 02

9];




































